Www.ereplacementparts.com review

We use cookies for analytics, personalization, and ads. Consumers satisfied with
eReplacementParts most frequently mention timely manner, lawn mower and model number.
Was easy to find on the website. Description and photograph was clear. The item was exactly
what I needed. Received it in a reasonably timely manner. Price was reasonable. BUT, it did not
come with the hose clamp described and shown. The inner package had been opened and taped
up for some reason which tells me that happened before it was inserted into the outer shipping
package. I used another hose clamp and it worked, but it's nice to get all you paid for I've
always had good results from eReplacementParts, but this is the first time I've tried to contact
them with a problem. Using Corona virus is no excuse for an email to go two weeks without a
response. I received a package, properly addressed to me, but when I opened it the items were
for a different person. There is no return option for received wrong order so I sent an email to
the Contact Us address. I've had no response other than the automatic "we'll get back to you".
While looking in my original manual for my Porter Cable brad nailer, the receipt fell out. The
nailer was purchased in and I thought no way will I find my parts. I was pleasantly surprised to
see that eReplacementParts. In less than a week I had my nailer back up and running and it
works like new again. I'm including a pic inside the nailer where the plastic parts disintegrated.
Thanks for your excellent service! I installed the garage ready "heater" in my garage refrigerator
recently. I needed two tools, a nut driver and a cross tip Phillips screwdriver. It will take you
literally 15 minutes from start to finish! More like , if you have nothing in the way! Easy, easy,
easy! Over 30 years ago, I bought an old, used pressure cooker from a swap meet. Over time,
the seal just wouldn't seal. I looked up the part and found it from this site. It was a perfect fit! It
also came with a plug, so I replaced that as well. When I ordered it, I received an email of
purchase, then another that it was mailed. Within 3 days, I had everything I needed to cook
again! My neighbor was the most excited because I could cook him some beans again! It fits
perfectly! We mow about 4 acres and my wife uses this mower around the house to pick up the
grass clippings and I use a zero turn for the rest of the property. One of the bags got a big tear
and needed replaced so ordered this and gotta say, it looks good, fits good and works good,
just what we needed. This company also has an easy to use web site, so didn't need to call em.
A satisfied customer. I've used ereplacementparts a few times now. It's now my go to source for
DIY fix it projects. Diagrams with hyperlinks to parts make it easy to find the right part. And I
can confirm that if one orders the wrong part by mistake oops , returns are easy and painless postage free and no restocking charges. The mistake was mine. EReplacementParts lists
compatible models along with their parts to help avoid mistakes. Tip for consumers: Check the
product numbers to be sure the product fits - "This part works in models This is especially
necessary with older products as parts become obsolete and are replaced by newer parts with
different part numbers. Products used: Tool replacement electrical part. I needed to order parts
for my wife's vacuum cleaner. Bags, belts, light bulb, etc since local stores pretty much stopped
carrying these in stock. I should have researched internet better. My stupidity. Your pricing was
"way higher" than others I found after I already placed order and the delivery was absolutely
terrible. Feel kind of ripped off. Got parts eventually but will be smarter next time to look around
better. I needed a hard to find single serve filter for our coffee maker and eReplacementParts is
the only place that had enough information that made me feel sure I was getting the correct
piece. Several other sites said they had it but all of them had a number or two different so that I
wasn't positive enough that it was the correct part. I believe this was a special order but it still
arrived in 2 weeks, which to me is good for a special order. Hello Maurice, Thank you for your
review! We're glad to hear we could help you and appreciate your taking the time to leave us
feedback. I ordered a replacement lid and recommended handle and it was the wrong handle.
Part of the blame falls on me as the consumer but pretty weak in my opinion. It also doesn't
come with the thermometer either which for the price is pretty ridiculous. Your better off going
Amazon and buying a 22"inch charcoal copper grill. You can just take the lid back and forth and
you will end up saving time and money. I have had several recent dealings with them and even
though this Virus has screwed up things somewhat and delayed some parts they do keep me
updated and do a very great job getting what I need. I am disabled and the ability to fix things
without paying a big repair bill for someone else to do the work when money is so tight makes
eReplacementParts. These folks truly care about their customers and service. After 42 years of
faithful service, my Craftsman air compressor finally blew a head gasket. Sears, of course, had
absolutely no parts although their web site did say that, yes, they had made it back sometime in
the last century. Found eReplacementParts on Google, called their customer phone number and
yes they had the gaskets and could send them out by the next day. Gaskets arrived in 2 days,
were a perfect fit and the price was absolutely outstanding. My best experience ordering on line
EVER. I didn't want to toss my 20 year old food processor because of a broken dough blade and
other accessory. After searching for replacement parts for my CuisinArt Food Processor at the

CuisinArt site and other locations without luck, my husband recommended this site. And-YES--they had the parts. Later there was a slight delay with one item, which they alerted me to,
but both ended up arriving together very quickly. It feels so good to replace a part instead of a
whole appliance. This is a reputable site. Totally happy with them and their service. Tip for
consumers: Try it! They are awesome! Products used: Replacement parts for a kitchen
appliance food processor. I ordered an air filter for a Vanguard engine. No where in description
does it mention the pre-filter foam band that covers paper filter. So I ordered a pre-filter. Enough
to pay for shipping. For hard to find parts, I'll be back. I've ordered parts for a washer and dryer.
It's great to find all the parts needed at one location. Was surprised that they were all OEM. I
thought the Bellow for the washer would be the most troubling until I remembered something
my Dad taught me years ago. This is a helpful tips for anyone attempting this. Soak the Bellow
in hot water for 5 to 10 minutes it will slide right on to the drum easily. I am a retired United
States Marine of 30 years plus, and have been out almost 30 years, that tells you I'm pushing 80
years old - I still cut my own grass and do all my own lawn work. On a limited budget, I can't
afford new equipment, so I opt to keep the ones I have in top operating condition. You folks
made my day with the parts that fit perfectly and I am ready for the season. Sincerely and
Semper Fi, John. Hello John, Thank you for your review! That's great to hear and we are glad we
could assist you with your repair and appreciate your taking the time to leave us feedback. I
ordered a part more than 2 weeks ago. That process was great, including part diagrams, etc.
However, since then, they've become ghosts. Can't reach anyone either by e-mail or on the
phone. You get the typical, circle-jerk process. I have no idea where my part is. It's amazing,
they, "make it easy to cancel your order. Providing my order number does nothing, so I'm left in
limbo. At this point, on my first attempt using this company, my advice it Our KitchenAid Pro6
mixer gets a lot of use. The gears wore out and your video helped us assess what needed to be
repaired. I ordered the parts and they arrived quickly, even though we were warned there could
be delays. I did the entire repair myself and posted photos I took along the way to help inspire
other women and men friends to do it themselves. It was way more satisfying and time-efficient
to do it myself and I was able to use the mixer again that evening. Thanks for your helpful
videos and fast shipping! I ordered replacement sander pads. The order was delivered 1. Then I
realized I received plastic tires instead of sander pads. Since Covid19 the phones aren't being
answered and my emails were ignored 3 times. On my 4th email 3 months later I received an
email saying I need to pay for the return! You sent me the wrong items. All I want is the correct
order. Now, I lose money and time on your mistake. Horrible customer service. Although all I
needed were two parts, they weren't available separately, here or at other venders, so I ordered
the whole handle assembly as shown in their video. They sent it quickly, and it fit perfectly. A
good, old jigsaw is back working like new again. Love this site so far. They have every part I've
needed and affordable. They arrive pretty fast, I think it could be a little faster. But over all I'm
very satisfied with there site. Will keep using them for future part orders. Order I ordered 2
replacement foil cutters for an Oster Wine bottle opener, and they arrived when promised. They
were packed individually but the inside of the plastic bags and the cutters are so sticky I can't
use them. A refund was provided in full, including the shipping, but I could not get a live person
on the phone, and nowhere was I given the option to order or request replacements. Great
quality and prompt service. I talked with a representative twice, they were well informed and
courteous. The only negative that could share would be that the emails sent by the company
said that they would keep me informed if there were parts that were on back order and notify me
when items shipped. This didn't happen, however in this time of everyone dealing with so many
issues surrounding the corona virus I feel this is a minor issue. Needed a new upper handle on
my cub cadet mower. Price was more than reasonable. They shipped it fast. Package arrived a
bit banged up but the Part was fine. A set of directions on how to replace the part would have
been helpful but it was not terribly complicated. I have a service agreement with the people I
bought my mower from, but it takes them weeks and weeks to fix things. This was a lot faster
and didn't cost very much either. Your descriptions of parts is very clear and makes it easy to
find the right one. It also came within the estimated time you gave me rather than waiting 6
months for it. Every other part seller has to some extent delayed my order. But you guys are
fast, reliable and will definitely be using for my company in future use if I ever need anything.
Thank y'all so much. Keep it up. Jacks Small Engine is a good source for small engine parts.
Baileys Outdoor Power Equipment is where I get my chain saw parts. I did receive the wrong
part but the customer service promptly refunded my regular ground shipping fee and shipped it
to me by 3 day ground on them. I just paid for the part. I did receive it as promised. Fix your
equipment today - We offer repair parts, appliance parts, tool parts, diagrams, and repair advice
for all major brands to make your repairs easy. Share on Twitter. Add a note optional - e. Write a
Review Ask a Question. Corporate Values. Overview eReplacementParts has a consumer rating

of 4. Positive reviews last 12 months : What reviewers want you to know Positive highlights I
rated it good because I usually get the right part even when ordering for my self. Your site
helped me easily identify the replacement part for my lawn mower. I am scared to see what my
credit card bill says at the end of the month. Top Positive Review. Top Critical Review. Rating 5
stars 2, Other Verified purchase. Contains image or video. English only. Reviews that mention
popular keywords customer service right part lawn mower 59 model number 52 web site 61 part
number 56 credit card 0 order number 0. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 1. Comment Thank
you Share Helpful 0. Verified purchase. Extremely well tuned business and staff. This is a stupid
question. Get notified about new answers to your questions. Typical questions asked: How long
does shipping take? What is the return policy? Where is the company located? Show all
questions 3. Sitejabber for Business Gain trust and grow your business with customer reviews
Start free account. About the business. How do I know I can trust these reviews about
eReplacementParts? Have a question about eReplacementParts? This feature is currently under
development. To learn more about the ways to appreciate the reviewer please visit A company's
rating is calculated using a mathematical algorithm that evaluates the information in your
profile. The algorithm parameters are: users' rating, number of resolved issues, number of
company's responses etc. The algorithm is subject to change in future. The overall rating of the
company is 2. Recent recommendations regarding this business are as follows: "Don't use
them", "Don't call your or customer service numbers they send you back to this app that runs
you in circles", "go elsewhere". Reviewers write the most about Ereplacementparts Shipping
Service and give it 1. Review authors value the most Diversity of Products or Services.
Consumers are not pleased with Customer service and Turnaround Time. The price level of this
organization is medium according to consumer reviews. This review is from a real person who
provided valid contact information and hasn't been caught misusing, spamming or abusing our
website. Check our FAQ. User's recommendation: Don't call your or customer service numbers
they send you back to this app that runs you in circles. For more information about
PissedConsumer check out our Blog article. I think they advertise the part then if not on the
shelf they get it from China or somewhere else.. Tell your buyers that some of your items may
come from overseas.. I need 2 parts dust bag part num. And part num. I am Canadian I live in
Bedford Quebec canada. Would like to know if you ship in canada also could you tell me
Coming Soon. Total reviews. New reviews. What is your customer experience with
eReplacementParts? Submit review. View full eReplacementParts overview. Rating Details 11
rated reviews. View all criteria. Rating Details. Diversity of Products or Services. Price
Affordability. Value for money. Product or Service Quality. Billing Practices. Exchange, Refund
and Cancellation Policy. Turnaround Time. Customer service. Mailing Address:. Midvale, Utah
Reviews 0. Show reviews that mention. Filter review. Most helpful review. Douglas G Dec 03,
Poor customer service. User's recommendation: go elsewhere. View full review. Comment
Thanks Helpful 0 Not helpful 0. Service Ereplacementparts Shipping Service. Cons Poor
customer service. Preferred solution Full refund. Share Share Tweet. Warren U Feb Unable to
reach anyone or get a reply. I have used e-replacement for several years but lately the service
has been terrible. I had parts backordered for over a month and finally received them but they
were incorrect. I have been calling them for over a week to arrange a return and the phone
message states because of COVID and excessive calls, they are not responding by phone, only
by email. When I use email, I fill out the form, at the end I am told to contact them which I would
do if they would answer the phone. I have tried three times to use email and call 3 separate
phone numbers and no one responds. User's recommendation: Don't use them. Robert A Jan
You sent me the wrong lid for my crock pot and every time I go to the return app you keep
sending me to frequently asked questions. You sent me the wrong lid User's recommendation:
Don't call your or customer service numbers they send you back to this app that runs you in
circles. Robert A Feb 06 I still haven't heard about how to send back and get the right lid for my
crock pot. Reply 0 0. Pros Compressor will work right. Cons Cant talk to a customer service rep.
Preferred solution Tell me how to send this lid back and get the right one. William B Oct 29, This
is extremely sorry service. I answered several of your follow up emails explaing reason for deley
asking you to cancel order as I purchased locally. Why you didn't cancel is beyond me. Will
User's recommendation: Will not recomend you to anyone nor will I order from you anymore.
Preferred solution Deliver product or service ordered. Valeria of Alcoa, TN Oct 02, Need to
return an item and order correct item. Need to talk to a live person to return a part and see if
have correct part??? Preferred solution Return an item and ask if have the correct part??? Alexi
Sep 29, Return item wrong part. Pissed Consumer Your trust is our top priority. Please support
us to help maintain our independence and integrity. Arthur Sep 03, Wrong part sent. New parts
don't match the old part and new part have four wire with green, red, brown and black, the old
part have three wire with brown, red and yellow. Location Seattle, Washington. David H Aug 05,

Received wrong parts and won't reply to email or answer phones. Update by user Sep 08, Pros
Big selection of items available. Cons Customer service. Lord Jul 27, Update by user Aug 26,
Cons Sent wron parts. Thomas P Jun 15, Dissatisfied Customer. I have been trying to cancel 2
items on my order, because of backlog from the manufacturer. This order was dated May 8, It
has been over a month and still no items. I emailed eReplacementParts and the response I get is
to go to their wedsite. I did go to their website and tried to cancel those 2 items. The items that I
tried to cancel was Clamp Tube and a Screw They schould have contacted me and explain the
situation with the order. They didn't even think about notifying me. I've been asking them
through email to send the items that are ready for shipment. They refuse to ship the items.
User's recommendation: To contact the customer when there is a problem with the order.
Location Chicago, Illinois. Preferred solution Let the company propose a solution. Salima May
22, Wrong part sent to me and I can't return over phone and it won't find my order online to start
it online. User's recommendation: Dont waste time. Sandra W May 16, Not a ugly customer just
checking status of my order please. Carburetor is part of the on it order with debit visa card can
provide card if need so. Location Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. Shawan Apr 27, Order status. Had 2
orders was charged for both email only show 1 User's recommendation: Ake sure you can
speak to a live person. Scott S of California Sep 17, I ordered replacement parts from
eReplacement Parts. The order went pretty smooth and was paid for through PayPal. I inquired
after a month went by and was informed that the order was held up for parts on back order. I
inquired about the parts and deleted the back ordered parts just to get them to ship. About 2
days later I noticed that the order still had not shipped. I inquired again and was told that certain
items were not actually on their shelf; so I cancelled the missing parts. At that moment, I
decided to cancel the order complete. The company did an immediate refund through PayPal.
My contention is this: If an online company lists an item with a parts inventory listing, and they
take your money, the order is a done deal. Perhaps the Company needs to look into their
inventory and sales practices. Their Customer Service needs to be revamped and emails need
to be sent advising the customer that action is requested. Doing nothing and waiting for the
consumer to inquire about orders is a poor way of doing business. PissedConsumer Apr 01,
Cons Being led astray by false promises. Reason of review Order processing issue. Latest
Question Parts for bosh model I need 2 parts dust bag part num. Thank You for Your Reply! We
are processing your message. It's inappropriate or not family friendly. This business is closed
or doesn't exist. It's posted to the wrong business. It's a duplicate by the same member or
copied text. It contains commercial or promotional content. It includes private information.
Sexual exploitation of children. I am affiliated with this business and need to report something
about this review or business. Full Name Job Title Email. Issue Description. I am the author of
review and would like to remove it. If you wish that your prior post be removed, submit a
notarized letter. I want to report something else. Send report Cancel. I am the author of
comment and would like to remove it. Claim Business Follow Search. Write a review. Do you
have something to say about eReplacementParts? What happened? What can we help you
with? Submit review Don't show this popup. Terms of Service. I agree to TOS Cancel. Skip to
main content Indeed Home. Find jobs Company reviews Find salaries. Upload your resume.
Sign in. Find jobs. Company reviews. Find salaries. Create your resume. Help Center. Review
this company. Job Title. United States 58 reviews. Ratings by category. Sort by. Helpfulness
Rating Date. English Any. Even with accommodation paperwork filled out by your physician,
they will not work with you on finding any way to accommodate. They keep reminding you that
Utah is an at will state and they will fire whoever they see for at will. One of the shift managers
has favorites and you will not be able to promote at all. This same manager likes to make sure
only his friends get promoted. Was this review helpful? Yes No. Report Share Tweet. Copy link.
They work you like drones and really don't care about your situation and circumstances.
Employees are cool, but not well trained. Micromanage you after training period. The main
offender is they forced me to not come in for 3 weeks straight even though I had no symptoms
and was cleared by a healthcare professional. HR ignored my emails and pretended I didn't
exist. Its a job. Short breaks, HR is shady and disingenuous. I work for this company for 2 and a
half months. I saw this first hand. That was a lie. They would have him come up to me and
harass me. They purposely put you in a spot where you will not bonus as well. Horrible
company. Unsafe work environment. I loved this job. Counting parts to be shipped to a variety
of brokers, you would count anywhere from thousands of tiny to huge parts. I would also stock
parts back in the binds on the shelves. I enjoyed working with tje people I worked with. Easy
work and Productive Environment. We ran around and fulfilled a orders and took them to the
shipping line. It was interesting to work as a team and fulfill orders. Management was super
interactive as they had quotas for us to fulfill of getting packages out. Everyone really
enteracted and participated with each other trying to be a team. To be honest it was really

tasking physically as you have to walk a couple miles a day in their warehouse, but you can
dance away to music as you do it making it easier to do the tasks. Do you enjoy working at your
company? Help people considering your employer make a good choice. This company has
rules that management does not follow themselves. The job itself is great but management
doesn't follow there own rules. There is a big part of favoritism. If your a favorite you can do
whatever you want without any discipline. This makes my job a whole lot harder. It makes it
stressful and worrisome because you have a job to do and certain things that has to be done
but yet if that person is a favor favorite anthey won't do what you asked them to do and know
they can get away with ot. It's not worth having a job like that and being worrued and stressful.
The job itself us easy. The favortism. Pretty cool and laid back environment. I thoroughly
enjoyed it. The training was extensive however, but the job was really easy. We just helped
people find parts to whatever power tools or appliances they needed help with. Its warehousing.
Great seasonal job. Mangment is really cool, employees are wonderfully nice. Some days your
running to complete tasks, some days it's super slow. Free lunchs, flexable schedule. Short
breaks. Good job. Good place to work everyday really fast paced and simple I learned shipping,
receiving, stocking, pulling and a lot moreover great job skills the most enjoyable part of
working at eReplacementparts was learning she shipping. Yes 1 No. Good employees if you get
to see them. Pay not worth your effort. Management is too hard on employees. No matter how
hard and fast you work, your are still always being threatened of your job to do better or your
gone. Bbq, days off. Management, strict, pay. Nice place to work. It was a really nice place to
work. A lot of opportunities to grow in career and learn new skills. Staff we good and so
friendly. I really enjoyed handling high amount of of work. Nice staff. Favorite Job I've Had.
Where previous companies make it very obvious how they want you to do things, and force you
into their vision, I've had almost complete autonomy in how problems and improvements are
designed and implemented. Whenever I've needed help, I've gotten it. It doesn't matter if it was
from my own team or not, everyone here is helpful and knowledgeable and quick to provide
assistance in any way they can. Specifically for the development team, it's a quiet, laid-back
environment that still rewards hard work and recognizes excellence. If you're an introvert, it's a
perfect place to set up shop. Be prepared to work with older technologies. Things aren't as
up-to-date as they could be, but chipping away at it day-by-day to bring things up to speed is
just part of the job. Hands-off management, individual influence, knowledgeable staff, flexible
schedule. Technical debt, hardware sometimes can't handle all applications needed, manual
testing. A typical day consist of fulfilling district orders from individual orders. Some days are
more fast paced than others which is a good thing as times passes by a lot quicker on a busy
day. As i work there longer i had the ability learn more about the different what each department
do, such as packing ipads and creating labels tearing down projector lamps. The hardest part of
this job was unloading at least a hundred 60lbs boxes off a container that came from overseas.
The most enoyable part of the job is when i get recognized for all the hard work I been doing
and the boss notices. This was a great place to work but has gone downhill. Poor working
environment. There is no matching k. Leadership is non existent and culture of workplace was
non existent as well. Pay for employees in the office is not great or even equal to other
companies. Company moral is low. Flexible work schedule. Low pay. Fun, Relaxed Place to
Work. This is hands down the best job I have ever had. Everyone on the management staff in all
departments is wonderful and accommodating. My direct supervisor has always encouraged me
to make decisions and to learn from my mistakes and has always promoted my growth.
Everyone I have worked directly with or worked with in passing has been nothing but helpful
and friendly. I enjoy the workload because while it is very manageable it is also challenging and
forces you to gain new skills. The company also provides breakfast every Friday and we are
always having fun activities like BBQs, employee appreciation week, a little carnival, a
Christmas party, etc Overall it's just an incredible job with incredible people. Productive work
place, fast pace. A typical day at eReplacementParts. The hardest part of that job was no longer
getting raises. Free breakfast of Fridays as well as free coffee daily. Short breaks, lack of pay
benefits. Do not work here. I worked here for a little while and honestly the managers are
Extremely rude, so are the some of the coworkers. Everyone gossips like as if its high school.
The pay isnt enough for the work you have to do. Short breaks, negative enviromentz. Yes 4 No
1. Free food, couple of schedules to choose from. Yes No 1. The management there is so two
faced. They don't take care of the
allanson ballast wiring diagram
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ir employees any more. Yes 4 No. Used to be good. Loved working there until warehouse

management changed. It was a downward spiral from there. One of the ladies from HR is
extremely rude and degrading and has made it clear from her comments that the employees do
not matter. The pay is terrible for what they expect. Favoritism is shown to those who have sub
par work ethic. All of the good employees, some who had been there for years, quit shortly after
the change in management. Flexible schedule. Rude HR, favortism, nepotism. Yes 6 No. Fast
paced headphones acceptable. I really liked working there until they restructured management
and they made it clear that the employees don't matter. The two shifts are not equal and pitted
against each other. The co-workers are nice and try to be there for each other. But it's very
stressful. Headphones are acceptable, work is straight forward and fairly easy. Management
doesn't seem to care about the employees at all. Yes 7 No. Find another company.

